Introducing Amr Hendawy
After Mark had won his case, he received a phone call from an investigative journalist who read a news article about Mark’s case....
June 11, 2009

Introducing Amr Hendawy
After Mark had won his case, he received a phone call from an investigative journalist who read a news article about Mark’s case....
June 07, 2009

The word is spreading…
It’s amazing how much interest we’ve had in the blog already. We’ve been online three weeks and just yesterday alone...
June 06, 2009

Opening the flood gates without trying to cause a flood
The intention of this blog was to highlight wrongdoing and provide moral support for people who have been through a...
June 06, 2009

Brunei Royal Parties…
It’s such nice weather today. The weekend was glorious and it got me thinking about summer parties. There certainly won’t...
June 06, 2009

Shell - The Brunei Intelligence
We are overwhelmed with the interest in the Shell blog. For those of you just catching up, this relates to the transfer...
June 06, 2009

Introducing Hamish, no actually I’m Michael McGurk
About 3 years ago, Mark found a story on the Internet about someone else who had got involved in a...
June 01, 2009

An investigation into alleged criminal activity by Brunei Royals
David Seaborn Davies   With the Brunei Royals making no attempt to settle the court judgement and with no sign of the...
May 29, 2009

A senior Brunei Royal was using their influence to personally engage the Sultan of Brunei ....
Something was wrong. It was years since Mark had won his case and nothing was moving. He couldn’t identify what...
May 26, 2009

Brunei Royals agent supports 911 attack
Reading through the mountainous amounts of correspondence between Mark and the Brunei Royal parties, there are many items that jump out as shocking. Bearing...
May 25, 2009

The Diamond Dealer to the Brunei Royal Family
This is a terrible journey Mark has been put through trying to deal with the Brunei Royal Family. The respect...
May 25, 2009

Brunei Royals exposed in court
During the trial brought by Mark against the two Brunei Royals and their agent, Mark’s lawyer was a able to expose a number of...
May 21, 2009

Letters from the Royals agent make it crystal clear
The Brunei Royals simply continued to confirm that the funds were on the way, that they were committed to fulfilling their obligations, they were Brunei Royals and...
May 20, 2009

The Royals tried to demonstrate the money was on the way, but it wasn’t
The Brunei Royals made countless attempts to demonstrate that they were good for their word, they intended to meet their contractual obligations and the money was...
May 19, 2009

The Money Is On The Way-We Are Brunei Royals-You Can Trust Us
In accordance with the new contractual obligations the Brunei Royals entered into, they tried to appease Mark by demonstrating that...
May 18, 2009

A Cheque from Brunei Royals that could not be cashed
When Mark initially took the Brunei Royals to court, for failing to honour their business contract, they offered to settle, literally at the court door....
May 17, 2009

Why would the Sultan of Brunei not take honourable steps for a loyal guardian
The hotel was beautiful, just like some of the lovely hotels we used to enjoy staying in around the...
May 17, 2009

Mariam Aziz, the former Queen of Brunei
My heart was pounding
May 17, 2009

Private Eye Magazine
Mark’s lawyer was given a draft article by the popular UK magazine called Private Eye. Mark felt uncomfortable about this because Private Eye had...
May 17, 2009

Sultan of Brunei caught in property feud
The Sunday Times was on to this situation and once again, they wanted to know why the Sultan would allow...
May 17, 2009

Sultan of Brunei family’s £50m bill for coffee chaos
Mark was asked for a comment by the Londoner’s Diary of the Evening Standard. Mark was becoming very frustrated by...
May 17, 2009

**Heat turned up in Briton’s coffee war with Brunei Royal**
The Times interest in this situation took time to dye down. They quoted Mark saying, “One expected the highest level...”
May 15, 2009

**Islander awarded £50m in Brunei Court Case**
Mark delicately stepped around the issue when this paper approached him. They wanted to publish why the Sultan had allowed such a fraudulent transaction...
May 15, 2009

**The Times-Brunei’s Royals Lose £50M cafe chain suit**
This is another news article by The Times in London. The media interest was not something Mark warmed to. The publicity caused some parties to come forward with alleged scandalous information about the...
May 15, 2009

**The Brunei Royals get a new lawyer**
During the trial against the Brunei Royals, evidence between their agent and between Pengiran Ayub and Pengiran Damit was severely...
May 15, 2009

**The initial case - Coverage in The Today, Singapore - 27th January 2004**
Mark was quoted from court telling the judge that the Royals continually assured him of their “credibility and intent to provide...”
May 15, 2009

**Brunei Royal Family - Coverage in Singapore**
Not a nice experience to walk out of a courtroom and have a camera thrust in your face.
April 29, 2009

**What an amazing car collection**
Wow! how many fabulous cars does the Sultan of Brunei Have.....
April 29, 2009

**With a little help from my friends**
A message from Selina in her own words:- I don’t know what we would have done without the help and support...
April 13, 2009

**The sultan asked to intervene! Coverage in The Times**
The Times wrote an article about how the Sultan was asked to intervene in the case. It was hoped he would be...
April 09, 2009

**The Times coverage**
The Times reported on the case in February 2005, this is what they had to say about it.
April 01, 2009
A costly journey for trusting the Brunei Royal Family….
This blog is being written to unburden all that has happened to an innocent and hard working family because they entered into a business...

Boris Johnson does not mince his words to the Foreign Secretary about Brunei Royalty not paying the debt to Mark
No Comments

The Sultan of Brunei’s driver comes with a message.
No Comments

Mark’s case investigator. A former Police Chief Superintendent is not phased with threatening phone calls.
No Comments

The Sultan of Brunei’s private secretary, Pehin Nawawi and his involvement in the case.
No Comments

The UK Foreign Office documents regarding the situation
No Comments

The Brunei High Commission correspondence
No Comments

The Pengiran Yusof correspondence. He represents the Sultan of Brunei
No Comments

The correspondence from the UK based emissary of the Sultan of Brunie
No Comments

The Crime Report document in full. It concludes the Brunie Royals “Conspired to Defraud” Mark
No Comments

Promail and the $70M scam from thousands of investors
No Comments

Court orders Brunei Royals to be questioned over assets
No Comments

Copy of the £50M court order and confirmation statement from Mark’s lawyer
No Comments

A Royal envelope of cash for Christmas but no debt being paid
No Comments